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Envelope of commensurability magnetoresistance oscillation in unidirectional lateral superlattices

A. Endo,* S. Katsumoto,† and Y. Iye†

Institute for Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo, 5-1-5 Kashiwanoha, Kashiwa-shi, Chiba 277-8581, Japan
~Received 8 May 2000!

The envelope of the commensurability magnetoresistance oscillation~Weiss oscillation! has been studied for
lateral superlattices prepared from two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! wafers with varying mobilitym and
spacer-layer thicknessds . When the 2DEG has a high enoughm and a large enoughds , the envelope is well
described by the formula given by Peeters and Vasilopoulos in a first-order perturbation theory@Phys. Rev. B
46, 4667 ~1992!.#. For smallerm or ds , the oscillation diminishes faster than the formula at lowerB. The
damping can be accounted for by an additional factor of the form@p/(mWB)#/sinh@p/(mWB)#. The parameter
mW is found to be proportional to the mean free pathL of the 2DEG, and the coefficient of proportionality
increases withds . The magnitude ofmW , as well as its dependence onds and the electron areal densityns ,
is close to that ofmQ , the mobility corresponding to the total scattering time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! under unidirec-
tional potential modulation—a lateral superlattice~LSL!—is
well known to show oscillatory magnetoresistance~Weiss
oscillation!1 as a consequence of commensurability betw
the cyclotron diameter 2Rc52\kF /eB and the perioda of
the LSL, wherekF5A2pns denotes the Fermi wave numbe
with ns the areal density of the 2DEG. Quantum-mechani
theories treating the modulationV(x)5V0cos(2px/a) as a
first-order perturbation were developed by seve
authors.2–5 The theories show that the main contribution
the magnetoresistance oscillation results from the ‘‘ba
conductivity’’; the width of the Landau bands, lifted from
degenerated Landau levels, oscillates withB, resulting in an
oscillation of the y component of the group velocityvy
5]EN,ky

/\]ky , with EN,ky
5^N,kyuV(x)uN,ky& ~calculated

from the unperturbed wavefunction of theNth Landau level!,
and hence of the conductivitysyy . The resistivity rxx

'syy /sxy
2 oscillates accordingly. Resistivity minima occu

at the condition when the Landau band collapses~flatband
condition!, given by

2Rc

a
5n2

1

4
~n51,2,3, . . . !. ~1.1!

Peeters and Vasilopoulos5 gave an asymptotic expressio
for the oscillatory part of the magnetoresistance, valid if
Landau quantum numberN is large enough at the Ferm
energyEF5p\2ns/m* , with m* the electron effective mas
~a condition fulfilled at low magnetic fields where Wei
oscillation is actually observed!:

Drxx
osc

r0
5

h2

2

L

a
BmAS T

Ta~B! D sinS 2p
2Rc

a D . ~1.2!

h5V0 /EF , m is the mobility,L5\kFm/e is the mean free
path, and A(x)5x/sinh(x). The thermal damping facto
A@T/Ta(B)# is determined by the ratio of temperaturekBT to
the energy kBTa5@1/(2p2)#(akF/2)\vc , with vc
5eB/m* . The latter energy represents the energy spre
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~24!/16761~7!/$15.00
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multiplied by 1/(2p2), over which the values of 2Rc differ
by a, so that the periodic structure is smeared. This is re
niscent of the expression that appears in the thermal dam
of the Shubnikov–de Haas~SdH! oscillation, kBTc
5@1/(2p2)#\vc , the only difference being the factorakF/2.
A semiclassical theory aiming at the same target was a
developed.6 The drift velocity vd5(E3B)/B2 of the elec-
trons under a modulated electric fieldEx(x)
5(1/ueu)dV(x)/dx was averaged over a cyclotron orb
translated into conductivity through Einstein’s relation, a
further translated into resistivity. The flatband condition@Eq.
~1.1!# is obtained as a condition for quenching the averag
drift velocity v̄d , highlighting the classical nature of the ph
nomena. The oscillation amplitude is also the same as
~1.2!, apart from the factorA@T/Ta(B)#. The factor is miss-
ing since the theory treats only theT50 case.

Both quantum-mechanical and semiclassical theories h
successfully reproduced the experimental positions
minima given by Eq.~1.1!. It has been known for some time
however, that the experimental amplitude of the oscillat
does not necessarily conform to formula~1.2!. It often shows
a more rapid damping at a higher indexn, i.e., at a lower
magnetic field~see, e.g., Ref. 7!. It is not only a matter of
interest to clarify the degree of deviation and the mechan
responsible for the deviation; this is necessary knowledge
accurately obtaining the magnitudeV0 of the modulation
from the oscillation amplitude. In fact, a naive application
Eq. ~1.2! leads to a smaller value ofV0 when picking up
amplitude from a higher index oscillation.

In the present paper, we show that a LSL with smalla and
V0 doesfollow Eq. ~1.2! very well, if the mobility m—and
hence the mean free pathL—and the spacer layer thicknes
ds of the 2DEG wafer from which the LSL is prepared a
large enough. For smallerL and/ords , the deviation from
the formula becomes noticeable. We will show the dep
dence onL and ds of the parametermW characterizing the
deviation.

II. EXPERIMENT

Lateral superlattices were prepared from several 2D
wafers@conventional molecular-beam-epitaxy~MBE!-grown
16 761 ©2000 The American Physical Society



16 762 PRB 62A. ENDO, S. KATSUMOTO, AND Y. IYE
TABLE I. Parameters of lateral superlattices measured.

Sample ID ns
min a mmin a ns

max b mmax b ds d a
(1015 m22) @m2/(V s)# (1015 m22) @m2/(V s)# ~nm! ~nm! ~nm!

H 2.0 69 2.3 79 40 90 115
M1 2.2 56 2.7 72 40 90 115
L 2.5 19 3.0 28 40 90 115
C 2.6 34 5.1 101 20 70 115
M2 2.2 66 2.7 85 40 90 105
S1 4.5 42 - - 11.4 25 80
S2 4.3 17 - - 11.4 25 70

aMeasured in the dark.
bMaximum values measured after successive illumination.
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GaAs/AlxGa12xAs single heterostructures# with varying m
andds . The parameters of the LSL’s measured are tabula
in Table I. The depthd of the heterointerface from the to
surface includes a 10-nm GaAs cap layer, a 40-
Al xGa12xAs layer uniformly doped with Si @(2 –5)
31024 m23#, and an AlxGa12xAs undoped spacer laye
with thicknessds for samplesH, M1, M2, C, and L. For
samplesS1 andS2, a specially designed shallow 2DEG wi
d-doped Si layer8 was employed. As shown in Fig. 1, tw
serial Hall bars were prepared on one device, onto one
which a grating made of a high-resolution electron be
~EB! negative resist~calixarene derivative9! was placed to
introduce potential modulation. The other Hall bar was us
as a reference. With this procedure, a LSL with a per
down to a570 nm, that shows a clear Weiss oscillatio

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a device with a scanning elec
microscopy image of the grating (a570 nm). Darker areas repre
sent the resist, and brighter areas the bare GaAs surface. B
lines are the edges of the resist.
d

of

d
d
,

was prepared. However, for smalla, the oscillation ampli-
tude was too small to bear a reliable quantitative analy
Therefore we limit our analysis to the results froma
5115 nm LSL’s~samplesH, M1, L, andC) in the follow-
ing. The relatively smalla allowed many oscillations up to
high indexn ~typically n53 –15) to be observed. A potentia
modulation was brought about by differential contractio
between the resist and the wafer itself when the device
cooled from room temperature down to 4.2 K, the tempe
ture at which measurement was made. The strain, thus in
duced, piezoelectrically couples to the 2DEG, and cau
modulation in the 2DEG plane.10 In order to maximize the
effect, the^110& direction was selected as the direction
modulation.11 Even so, the modulation amplitude was ve
small: as will be described later,V0 was around 0.05 meV, o
less than 1% ofEF . We attribute this to the small effects, th
strain and/or Fermi energy pinning, of the resist we ha
chosen, and also to the smalla to d ratio. A smallV0 was
quite favorable for validating a perturbative treatment of t
modulation. By comparison with the reference Hall bar,
have verified through Hall and SdH measurements that
grating did not bring about any deterioration ofm or change
in ~the average! ns , in spite of the very high dose require
for the EB resist@;7 mC cm22 ~Ref. 9!#.

The magnetoresistance measurement was carried out
a standard low-frequency ac technique at 4.2 K. Such a h
temperature was deliberately chosen in order to kill the S
oscillation in the field range~0.1–0.4 T! of present interest.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2~a! shows magnetoresistance of a LSL, sampleH,
and of its unmodulated counterpart~control!, measured after
illumination by light. From these raw data, the oscillato
part is extracted in the following procedure. As a first step
eliminate the slowly varying background, the resistivity
the control sample was subtracted@Fig. 2~b!#.12 Then the
upper and lower envelope curves were found as spline cu
tangential to the upper and lower bounds of the trace, res
tively. The average curve of the two envelopes was s
tracted from the trace as a remnant background@Fig. 2~c!#.
The resultant oscillatory part is in an excellent agreem
with Eq. ~1.2!, as shown in Fig. 2~c!. For the theoretical
curve, only the value ofV0 was used as a fitting paramete
and wasV050.041 meV. Similarly, traces for sampleH
without illumination, and for sampleM1 with and without

n
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PRB 62 16 763ENVELOPE OF COMMENSURABILITY . . .
FIG. 2. ~a! Magnetoresistance~MR! trace for sampleH measured after slight illumination.m579 m2/(V s) andns52.331015 m22.
Also shown is the MR for the adjacent unmodulated Hall bar~control!. ~b! Thick line: difference between the LSL and control. Thin line
upper and lower envelopes and their average.~c! Open squares: oscillatory part of the MR obtained by subtracting the average of enve
@thin line in the middle of~b!# from (r2rcontrol)/r0 @thick line in ~b!#. Line: theoretical curve@Eq. ~1.2!# with V050.041 meV. The
positions for flatband condition@Eq. ~1.1!# are also shown by short vertical lines with their indicesn. ~d! CalculatedA@T/Ta(B)#, with
akF/256.8 andT54.2 K, the values for the present measurement.
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illumination, did not display any noticeable deviation fro
Eq. ~1.2! with V050.041, 0.050, and 0.045 meV, respe
tively. ~The values ofV0 shown here might possibly be un
derestimating the modulation amplitude by factor of roug
2. See Sec. IV.! In contrast to what was reported so far, w
have shown that Eq.~1.2! can, under a certain condition
correctly reproduce the experimental trace. It is worth po
ing out here the important role played by the fac
A@T/Ta(B)#. This factor was often neglected in semiclas
cal theoretical treatments,6 including those published
recently,13,14 since they considered, at least approximate
only T50. This factor is also not taken into account in e
perimental papers concerned with the envelope of W
oscillation.15–17 The validity of the factor, nevertheless, wa
experimentally verified by Betonet al.,7 even before the pa
per by Peeters and Vasilopoulos,5 by measuring the tempera
ture dependence of the oscillation amplitude with afixed B.
@Their B dependence, however, did not follow Eq.~1.2!.#
When akF/2 is large and~therefore! Ta(B) is much larger
than the measuring temperatureT, A@T/Ta(B)#'1, allowing
the factor to be ignored. But since our present LSL’s ha
relatively smalla andns , akF is not so large. For the mea
t-
r
-

,

s

e

surement shown in Fig. 2,akF/256.8; henceTa(B)56.9B
~in T! K, which is even smaller thanT54.2 K at 0.1–0.4 T.
As a result,A@T/Ta(B)# is much smaller than unity and ha
a strongB dependence, resulting from theB dependence of
Ta(B), at the magnetic field range of interest@see Fig. 2~d!#.
It is obvious that without the factor, an experimental dam
ing of the oscillation has not been reproduced. Our meas
ment sheds light on the importance of the fac
A@T/Ta(B)#, and also reconfirms the validity of the facto
from a viewpoint different from that of Betonet al.

Although we have seen that Eq.~1.2! describes experi-
mental traces of the Weiss oscillation very well, we cann
expect this to be true regardless of the quality of the LS
Theories5,6 did not take into account the collision of elec
trons that scatters electrons away from the cyclotron o
before it completes a cycle. Therefore, the theories ap
only for LSL’s with high enough mobility so that the mea
free path is much longer than the cyclotron circumference
fact, our sampleL, the LSL fabricated from a 2DEG with
low mobility, showed a deviation from Eq.~1.2!, as shown in
Fig. 3~a!. The growth profile of the 2DEG wafer, includin
the thickness of the spacer layer (ds), the silicon-doped
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16 764 PRB 62A. ENDO, S. KATSUMOTO, AND Y. IYE
Al xGa12xAs layer, and the GaAs cap layer, is designed id
tically to samplesH andM1.18 Another LSL which showed
a noticeable deviation was sampleC @Fig. 3~b!#, which has a
smallerds than samplesH, M1, andL ~the thicknesses of the
other layers are the same!. According to a recent evaluatio
of the semiclassical Boltzmann equation,14 a factor of the
form A@p/(mB)#5@p/(mB)#/sinh@p/(mB)# should be in-
cluded in Eq.~1.2! to account for the effect of scatterin
mentioned above~when assuming isotropic scattering!. From
Eq. ~1.2!, then, the amplitude ofDrxx

osc/$r0A@T/Ta(B)#% is
expected to be proportional to 1/sinh@p/(mB)#. In the insets
of Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, we plot the amplitude of
Drxx

osc/$r0A@T/Ta(B)#% ~the absolute values of minima an
maxima! as a function ofB21. We tried fitting to the func-
tion P1 /sinh(P2 /B), with P1 and P2 as fitting parameters
The result of the fitting is also displayed in the insets, sho
ing reasonable agreement with the data.19 The valuemW

FIG. 3. MR traces for LSL’s that display deviations from E
~1.2! ~thin lines!. ~a! SampleL with m524 m2/(V s) andns52.7
31015 m2/(V s). ~b! Sample C with m562 m2/(V s) and ns

53.331015 m2/(V s). Also shown are curves calculated from E
~3.1! ~thick lines!, with parameters that give best fits,mW56.1 and
4.8 m2/(V s), respectively. The inset shows plots of the maxim
and absolute values of the minima vs 1/B, along with their fits to
P1 /sinh(P2 /B).
-

-

5p/P2 obtained from the fitting, however, is much small
than m calculated from the zero-field resistivityr0 : mW
56.1 m2/(V s) and 4.8 m2/(V s), to be compared withm
524 m2/(V s) and 62 m2/(V s) for Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, re-
spectively. Note the difference in the ratiomW /m; the ratio
for the latter is much smaller. This will be discussed lat
Thus, to describe our measurement, Eq.~1.2! needs to be
modified to include another damping factorA@p/(mWB)# as

Drxx
osc

r0
5AS p

mWBDh2

2

L

a
BmAS T

Ta~B! D sinS 2p
2Rc

a D .

~3.1!

As shown in Fig. 3, Eq.~3.1! reproduces the experimenta
traces. WhenmW is large,A@p/(mWB)# tends to unity; for
mW greater than about 20 m2/(V s), Eq. ~3.1! is practically
indistinguishable from Eq.~1.2! at 4.2 K. SamplesH andM1
are also described by Eq.~3.1! with large enoughmW .
Therefore Eq.~3.1! is not inconsistent with the observatio
of Fig. 2.

To see the dependence of our damping parametermW on
the mobility m, we successively illuminated sampleC with
an infrared light-emitting diode, and gradually increasedns
andm. The evolution of oscillation envelope is shown in Fi
4. As can be seen, the experimental trace becomes pro
sively closer to Eq.~1.2! with the increase ofm; mW , that
gives the best fit to Eq.~3.1!, increases withm. It is impor-
tant to point out that the second and third traces, which sh
clear deviations from Eq.~1.2!, have comparable, eve
higher mobilities than samplesH andM1. ApparentlymW is
not determined solely bym.

The values ofmW giving the best fit are plotted in Fig. 5
for the four samples as functions of the mean free pathL
5\kFm/e. As can be readily seen, the plots can be divid
into two groups, one with LSL’s prepared from a 2DEG wi
ds540 nm ~samplesL, M1, andH), and the other from a
2DEG with ds520 nm ~sampleC). The error bars in the
figure represent the uncertainty of the fitting to the functi
P1 /sinh(P2 /B). For largemW , i.e., for smallP2, the function
tends toP1B/P2. It then becomes difficult to determineP1
and P2 independently, resulting in the large error ba
shown. Within each group,mW is seen to be nearly propor
tional to L. The coefficient is about four times larger for th
first group. The ratio is, probably fortuitously, the same
the ratio ofds

2 . Therefore, the values ofmW replotted as a
function ofkFds

2m fall on a single line„numerically approxi-
matelymW5@1/(2p3aB* )#kFds

2m, with aB* 510.2 nm the ef-
fective Bohr radius in GaAs.… More significantly, the magni-
tude of mW is close to that ofmQ , the quantum mobility,
obtained from a Dingle analysis of the experimental S
traces. This implies that small-angle scattering plays an
portant role in the damping of the Weiss oscillation, as w
be discussed in Sec. IV.

IV. DISCUSSION

It is well known that for a GaAs/AlxGa12xAs 2DEG, the
~transport! mobility m5et/m* is often higher than the quan
tum mobility mQ5etQ /m* by an order of magnitude, wher
t and tQ represent the momentum-relaxation time and
total scattering time, respectively. This is because sm
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angle scattering by remote ionized donors, one of the m
scattering processes in the system, contributes much le
the former. Nevertheless, it was pointed out by seve
authors7,14–16 that small-angle scattering should be cons
ered as a scattering that scatters electrons away from
cyclotron trajectory, and affects the amplitude of the We
oscillation. Without scattering,Drxx

osc/r0}B, apart from the
B dependence of the factorA@T/Ta(B)# @see Eq.~1.2!#. Be-
ton et al.7 suggested that an exponential factor should
included so thatDrxx

osc/r0}B exp@2p/(m8B)#, with their ex-
perimentalm8 consistent withmQ . Paltiel et al.,16 on the
other hand, proposed aB exp(2B0

3/B3) dependence which ex
plained their experiment~and also recent experiment b
Long et al.17! well. These formulas are more or less of em
pirical nature, multiplying additional damping factor toB. A
more rigorous treatment of Boltzmann equation by Mir
and Wölfle,14 however, showed that the factorB should be

FIG. 4. Evolution ~from top to bottom! of the MR trace of
sample C with successive illumination with an infrared ligh
emitting diode.m @in m2/(V s)#, ns ~in 1015 m22), and mW that
gives the best fit to the experimental trace@in m2/(V s)# were~from
top to bottom! 62, 3.3, and 4.8@the reproduction of Fig. 3~a!#; 72,
3.5, and 6.4; 80, 4.1, and 7.7; and 101, 5.0, and 12.
in
to
l

-
he
s

e

-

removed from these formulas. They showed, as mentio
earlier, that the factor that should be included
@p/(mB)#/sinh@p/(mB)# for an isotropic scattering model,
model that does not take the difference betweenm and mQ
into account. In a more realistic long-range random scat
ing model, they showed that the factor is modified by repl
ing m with m* 5mQ /$12@11mQ /m(L/a)2(2p)2/
(mB)2#21/2%. Its approximate formulas can be expressed
follows: at low field B!B2[p(L/a)A2mQ /m3, Drxx

osc/r0

}1/sinh@p/(mQB)#'2 exp@2p/(mQB)#, a similar formula to
that of Betonet al., but without the factorB; in the middle
field range B2!B!B1[p(4L/a)2/3/(2m), Drxx

osc/r0

}exp@22p3L2/(a2m3B3)#, similar to Paltielet al., but again
without B. The erroneous inclusion ofB can lead to a factor
of 2–3 overestimation ofmQ in the low-field case.

Returning to our experiment,B1 and B2 ~using mW in
place ofmQ) in the above calculation fall in between 0.7–1
and 0.9–2.5 T, respectively. Both fields are relatively lar
owing to large values ofL/a, and for most of the samplesB2
is even larger thanB1. The field 0.1–0.4 T where the Weis
oscillation is observed may, therefore, be classified in
aforementioned low-field regime. Thus the oscillation amp
tude is, according to the theory by Mirlin and Wo¨lfle, ex-
pected to be proportional to 1/sinh@p/(mQB)#, implying that
our mW equalsmQ . This is not inconsistent with the obse
vation in Fig. 5;mW and mQ are in reasonable agreemen
although a discrepancy is seen, especially for sampleC in the
intermediate mean free paths. We believe the discrepanc
result mainly from the limited validity of the values ofmQ .
The Dingle analysis of the SdH oscillation has been kno
to be quite vulnerable to even a slight inhomogeneity ofns .
The inhomogeneity manifests itself as a curvature in
Dingle plot and/or a deviation of the 1/B→0 intercept from
the theoretical value ‘‘4,’’ owing to destructive interferenc
of SdH oscillations with varying frequencies.20 The effect
usually makes the slope of the Dingle plot appear larg
hence the resultingmQ smaller. The degree of inhomogen

FIG. 5. Plot of mW for samplesC, L, M1, and H vs L
5\kFm/e ~solid symbols!. The error bars represent the uncertain
of the fitting to the functionP1 /sinh(P2 /B). Two straight lines that
pass through the origin are the fits to samples withds540 nm
~samplesL, M1, andH) and to sampleC with ds520 nm, respec-
tively. Also shown by open symbols aremQ obtained from a damp-
ing, exp@2p/(mQB)#, of the SdH oscillation.
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ity can vary between wafers or between different illumin
tion conditions. It is possible that after slight illuminatio
before the saturation ofDX-center excitation, inhomogene
ities become more pronounced. However, it was not poss
to quantitatively estimate these and other effects which c
lenge the reliability of the values ofmQ , mainly because ou
experimental Dingle plot was taken from rather narrow fie
range of 0.5–0.9 T, where a SdH oscillation was observe
4.2 K. Another point that suggestsmW5mQ is the depen-
dence ofmW on ds . Coleridge20 showed that bothm and
mQ , and also the ratiom/mQ , increase withds for smallds ,
experience maximum at a certainds , and then decrease. Th
value of ds that gives the maximum values depends on
background acceptor densityNA in the GaAs channel. Fo
the estimatedNA for our 2DEG,ds520–40 nm is still in the
increasing regimemQ. Therefore,mQ should be larger for
ds540 nm. Conversely, we postulate, the relationmW
5mQ , then the measurement of Weiss oscillation damp
may provide an alternative~probably more robust! method
for determiningmQ .

Our finding of the damping factorA@p/(mWB)# is in
qualitative disagreement with Paltielet al.16 and Long
et al.17; none of our traces show a reasonable fit toB exp
(2B0

3/B3). The reason for this is not clear at present.21 At
least in Ref. 16, the values ofns , m, mQ , anda are similar
to ours. Therefore bothB1 andB2 are almost the same, ca
egorizing the sample of Ref. 16 into the low-field regime
Mirlin and Wölfle. One possible explanation for the discre
ancy is the difference in the modulation amplitudeV0. The
modulation amplitudes of Refs. 16 and 17 are orders of m
nitude larger than ours. The potential modulation is inev
bly accompanied by a position-dependent electron den
and hence by a position-dependentkF . The effect is not
taken into consideration in perturbative calculations at
but can affect the amplitude of the Weiss oscillation, es
cially in the lower field, as is the case with the SdH oscil
tion. However, it is beyond of the scope of the present pa
to evaluate this effect.

Finally we address the issue of the magnitudeh
5V0 /EF of the potential modulation that can be deduc
from our present analysis. The values ofh derived by fitting
the experimental traces to Eq.~3.1! are plotted against the
electron areal densityns in Fig. 6; actuallyh was obtained
by fitting the functionP1 /sinh(P2 /B) to the plots of the ex-

FIG. 6. Plot ofh as a function ofns . Possibly the correction
factor of Am/mW should be included~see the text for details!.
-
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trema of Drxx
osc/$r0A@T/Ta(B)#% ~see the inset of Fig. 3!,

with h5A2aP1 /(LmP2). For each sample,h decreases
with ns faster thanns

21}EF
21 . This presumably reflects th

increase of screening, which diminishes the efficacy of
perturbation brought about by the grating. Prior to t
present study,h was usually obtained by using Eq.~1.2!,
often neglecting the factorA@T/Ta(B)#, and by picking up
the oscillation amplitude of the lowest indexn, i.e., the high-
est field~see, e.g., Ref. 17!. The values ofh thus obtained
are identical to ours provided that the damping is complet
negligible „A@T/Ta(B)#5A@p/(mWB)#51…, the condition
usuallynot fulfilled. In general, using Eq.~3.1! instead of Eq.
~1.2! has the advantages of~1! taking into account the damp
ing that has already occurred even at the lowest index,
~2! obtainingh is common to all the indicesn. However, the
possibility that the present treatment still underestimates
value ofh cannot be completely ruled out. In obtaining E
~3.1!, we rather arbitrarily just multiplied the Eq.~1.2! by
factor A@p/(mWB)# as a natural extension of the equatio
Although this procedure successfully explains theB depen-
dence of the oscillation modified by the~small-angle! scat-
tering, it might be argued that the scattering also reduces
amplitude by multiplying Eq.~1.2! by a factor independen
of B. In fact, the theory of Mirlin and Wo¨lfle requires the
inclusion of another factormQ /m into Eq. ~3.1! ~with mW
replaced bymQ in the equation!. Identifying our mW with
mQ , the resultant amplitude should be altered fromh to
h85hAm/mW. Numerically, the correction factor is roughl
2 for samplesH, M1, andL, and around 3 for sampleC.
Another independent way to estimateh is desired to know
which equation is the correct one. Positive magnetore
tance~PMR! at the low fields22 is often used for this purpose
Unfortunately, owing to the smallness of the modulation a
plitude, PMR was very small, sometimes totally unobse
able, for our present samples, and therefore cannot be
for a reliable analysis. Our recent experiment usingmagnetic
LSL with controllable modulation amplitude23 suggests,
however, thath8 overestimates the amplitude by comparis
with the modulation amplitude estimated from PMR.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that Eq.~3.1! reproduces the oscillatory
part of the magnetoresistance very well. The parametermW
was found to be proportional toL, and numerically was
mW'1.631023kFds

2m ~with kF in nm21 andds in nm!. For
large enoughmW , Eq. ~3.1! is indistinguishable from Eq.
~1.2!. Comparison of the damping factor with recent theor14

suggestsmW5mQ , which is not inconsistent with our exper
mentalmQ . This implies that scattering events, regardless
the scattering angle, contribute to the damping of the We
oscillation. To establish a more precise relation betweenh
and the oscillation amplitude, it might be necessary to
clude an additional constant factor in Eq.~3.1!, which is a
problem that requires further study.
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